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Despite growing trade and investment frictions on the diplomatic and regulatory fronts over the 

past decade, many MNCs with substantial China engagement have not abandoned the market. To 

the contrary, some have maintained or even expanded their investment plans, often with a 

China-for-China strategy (that is, producing goods in China, for the China market) to maintain 

market access and continue sourcing from China’s highly competitive manufacturing bases. 

Expecting its already huge consumer market to continue to expand, even with the recent economic 

stresses, few MNCs may be inclined to write off China.  China’s growing middle class, developed 

supply chains, and logistics infrastructure, are all attractions that are difficult to match elsewhere.

Recent and ongoing disruptions, however, are forcing MNCs to manage forward in an increasingly 

unpredictable environment. The effects of the sudden shifts that have hit the market are felt 

unevenly. Some sectors, such as industrial chemicals, have continued to grow, with MNCs 

introducing new commitments totaling billions of dollars. In 2020, China accounted for over 44% of 

the global chemical market. Others, like consumer products, have seen declines in overall consumer 

spending and measurable shifts to domestic brands. If there is a general trend across sectors, it is 

the move to rationalize capital commitments, integrate more closely with Mainland capital 

resources, and increase autonomy of Mainland organizations. 
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stresses, few MNCs may be inclined to write off China.  China’s growing middle class, developed 

supply chains, and logistics infrastructure, are all attractions that are difficult to match elsewhere.

Recent and ongoing disruptions, however, are forcing MNCs to manage forward in an increasingly 

unpredictable environment. The effects of the sudden shifts that have hit the market are felt 

unevenly. Some sectors, such as industrial chemicals, have continued to grow, with MNCs 

introducing new commitments totaling billions of dollars. In 2020, China accounted for over 44% of 

the global chemical market. Others, like consumer products, have seen declines in overall consumer 

spending and measurable shifts to domestic brands. If there is a general trend across sectors, it is 

the move to rationalize capital commitments, integrate more closely with Mainland capital 

resources, and increase autonomy of Mainland organizations. 



The new Chinese context
For the past two decades, China has been the most important market growth and product sourcing 

opportunity for a large number of MNCs. The country's increasing importance as a wellspring for 

both sourcing and market growth has led to unprecedented levels of interdependence between 

China and MNCs. But this evolving relationship has also gone through periods of rising stress. 

Over the past five years in particular, the partnership has entered a period of greater friction 

with mixed signals from governments concerning both countries’ priorities, entering an era of 

strategic competition.

The quickening pace of consequential events, both internal and external to the Mainland, creates 

more uncertainty. They have impacted MNCs’ operations in China and have led to varying levels 

of disruption. On the political front, the 20th National People’s Congress was widely reported by 

global media as a consolidation of General Secretary Xi Jinping’s singular political power. But 

following the Congress, China made major adjustments, reversing some core policies, including an 

abandonment of Zero-COVID, party and government announcements supporting foreign 

The complex, ever-shifting relationship between China and the multinational corporations (MNCs) 

that do business on the Chinese Mainland has reached a watershed moment. Rapid change on the 

diplomatic, political, and economic fronts in both China and the United States is bringing new 

policy priorities to the fore—and leaving the rules vague in the process. While this increases risk 

for MNCs, those able to anticipate events, appropriately adapt, and respond quickly can continue 

to reap benefits. 

This article explores forces driving change in China and will examine how these forces are playing 

out today in two illustrative sectors, technology and life sciences. It will also describe practices that 

can help MNCs in all sectors navigate the opportunities and risks presented by these turbulent 

times. The objective is to provide guidance for a sustainable C-suite process to support optimal 

decision-making on growth opportunities and risk mitigation.  

This C-suite process calls for executives to anticipate a range of scenarios, from an easing of 

current pressures to a rupture that leads to a complete withdrawal from the market. This scenario 

planning requires more than simply framing a static set of potential world states. Instead, 

executives should develop a process to regularly renew scenarios and strategies as events unfold. 
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This increased uncertainty points toward the need for optionality, 
agility, and robust contingency planning.

Despite growing trade and investment frictions on the diplomatic and regulatory fronts over the 

past decade, many MNCs with substantial China engagement have not abandoned the market. To 

the contrary, some have maintained or even expanded their investment plans, often with a 

China-for-China strategy (that is, producing goods in China, for the China market) to maintain 

market access and continue sourcing from China’s highly competitive manufacturing bases. 

Expecting its already huge consumer market to continue to expand, even with the recent economic 

stresses, few MNCs may be inclined to write off China.  China’s growing middle class, developed 

supply chains, and logistics infrastructure, are all attractions that are difficult to match elsewhere.

Recent and ongoing disruptions, however, are forcing MNCs to manage forward in an increasingly 

unpredictable environment. The effects of the sudden shifts that have hit the market are felt 

unevenly. Some sectors, such as industrial chemicals, have continued to grow, with MNCs 

investment and China’s private sector, and even encouragement for speculative investment in the 

deflated property market. 

The complex events of the moment, some pointing in one direction, some in the other, inform a set 

of diverging future scenarios. This increased uncertainty points toward the need for optionality, 

agility, and robust contingency planning.
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Despite growing trade and investment frictions on the diplomatic and regulatory fronts over the 

past decade, many MNCs with substantial China engagement have not abandoned the market. To 

the contrary, some have maintained or even expanded their investment plans, often with a China-

for-China strategy (that is, producing goods in China, for the China market) to maintain market 

access and continue sourcing from China’s highly competitive manufacturing bases. Expecting its 

already huge consumer market to continue to expand, even with the recent economic stresses, few 

MNCs may be inclined to write off China.  China’s growing middle class, developed supply chains, 

and logistics infrastructure are all attractions that are difficult to match elsewhere.

Recent and ongoing disruptions, however, are forcing MNCs to manage forward in an increasingly 

unpredictable environment. The effects of the sudden shifts that have hit the market are felt 

unevenly. Some sectors, such as industrial chemicals, have continued to grow, with MNCs 

introducing new commitments totaling billions of dollars. In 2020, China accounted for over 44% of 

the global chemical market. Others, like consumer products, have seen declines in overall consumer 

spending and measurable shifts to domestic brands. If there is a general trend across sectors, it is 
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If there is a general trend across sectors, it is the move to rationalize capital 
commitments, integrate more closely with Mainland capital resources, and increase 
autonomy of Mainland organizations.

introducing new commitments totaling billions of dollars. In 2020, China accounted for over 44% of 

the global chemical market.1 Others, like consumer products, have seen declines in overall consumer 

spending and measurable shifts to domestic brands. If there is a general trend across sectors, it is 

the move to rationalize capital commitments, integrate more closely with Mainland capital 

resources, and increase autonomy of Mainland organizations. 

Disruption and response: a view from two sectors 
As economies mature, they can tend to become specialized in response to evolving global 

competition, giving advantage to some sectors and de-emphasizing others. China has reached a stage 

where it may no longer be the “factory of the world” across a broad swath of sectors but will likely 

remain highly competitive in many important supply chains, while becoming less important in others.

1 Dr. Moncef Hadhri, Facts & Figures 2022 - the Profile of the Industry, European Chemical Industry Council, 2022. 

https://cefic.org/a-pillar-of-the-european-economy/facts-and-figures-of-the-european-chemical-industry/profile/


R&D and facility construction in semiconductors and the development of tech in general, the 

sanctions have triggered new, large-scale investment. China is now focused on full domestic 

ownership of IP as well as critical facilities, components, and software and is aiming for scalable 

development and manufacturing capabilities. 

This reenergized “self-sufficiency” imperative has led China to support its own “good enough” 

companies, with increased financial subsidies and mandatory domestic procurement rules. In the 

past five years, Chinese semiconductor companies have achieved above global-average 

growth—albeit for commodity-level technology — fueled by subsidies and capital market investments. 

Given China’s rules and subsidies, these organizations enjoy a “moated castle” that can enable them 

to reinvest profits into R&D, which in turn helps them to compete more effectively with foreign rivals. 

Ultimately for China, “good enough” works for protected products and services in the domestic 

market but may fall short of what is needed for the top priorities in China’s innovation project or its 

aspiration to dominate higher-value tech exports, keeping the door open for MNCs. Amid these 

complex forces, the key challenge for MNCs is dealing with pressure to localize and expose 

proprietary IP.

China gains ground in medical devices  
Medical devices follow a similar pattern, but policy is shaped less by sanctions and more by pandemic 

response outcomes and rigorous cost controls in the massive state-funded healthcare system. For 

example, an ambitious “made in China” policy supported by centralized state procurement of 

numerous medical products, gives direct advantage to Chinese producers.  

Although the annual growth rate of Chinese medical devices tripled global industry averages in 2020, 

domestic share in high-end equipment remains low. China has made the development of a high-end 

medical device manufacturing sector a key priority. This ambition builds on the long-term target for 

local firms to dominate the market by 2030, especially for highly sophisticated Class III devices. 

As China’s monopolistic procurement authority makes tender decisions with a primary focus on cost, 

it is often difficult for foreign companies to maintain quality, make a profit, and win tenders.  

Compressed margins and pressure to share IP may create an insurmountable barrier to MNCs. 

According to a survey from the European Chamber of Commerce in China, almost two-thirds of 

European firms selling medical devices in China report missing out on business opportunities because 

of market restrictions and regulatory barriers.1

Meanwhile, Chinese competitors are gradually moving up the value chain and gaining critical 

capabilities. Successful domestic substitutes include cardiovascular stents, real-time monitoring, and 

biochemical analysis. This type of substitution, also a “good enough” option, has become a theme for 

portfolio investment in China's medical sectors, supporting more than a 20% year-over-year R&D 

spend increase in the last several years.

Cyber security and data privacy concerns also tilt the market toward domestic substitution. During 

the pandemic, electronic health record development and virtual care became the priority focus for 

hospital digitalization. Regulations tightened for foreign companies to collect, own, transfer, or 

process Chinese citizens’ personal data, further favoring domestic medical device manufacturers, 

which face less stringent scrutiny on cyber activities.   

Despite these challenges, there remain strong access points to China’s medical device market for 

MNCs. Government planners understand that China’s technology gaps will not be filled overnight. 

Again, a key challenge for MNCs is pressure to expose highly proprietary IP as China pushes to 

localize IP for cost saving, export growth, and public security.

Conditions in China can change quickly, driven by global markets, changes in government policy, 

exogenous events like the COVID-19 pandemic, and other factors. These shifts have been faster and 

more dramatic in recent years. To cope with these disruptions, MNCs should consider developing a 

dynamic process for swiftly responding to change. This process includes developing scenarios for 

likely future states, understanding the triggers that would bring these states into being, and 

formulating appropriate responses to each. 

Defining the scenarios

The first step in developing a set of plausible future scenarios is to gather input from customers, 

suppliers, government contacts, and other relevant stakeholders and gauging the possibilities. Will 

the pressure to share IP increase? How would an increased emphasis on China’s domestic 

market—“China for China”—affect operations? Are more restrictive government policies from either 

China or the US likely? 

The right questions and the right mix of scenarios that result can vary by sector, by company or even 

by business unit, but many MNCs will likely end up with roughly four scenarios:

The current pressure to decouple eases

Decoupling continues, but at a manageable pace

MNCs accelerate their move away from China in a hard decoupling

An armed conflict or other extreme event forces a sudden, complete rupture

Many management teams land on scenarios two or three as most likely, but because the fourth 

scenario is of such high impact—though less likely—management teams should still engage in 

some level of response planning for this more extreme world state.

This should not be a one-and-done exercise. In a world of rapid change, companies should 

revisit and renew their likely status within the world states on a regular basis, perhaps quarterly 

or even more frequently, by monitoring triggers. Revising and re-ranking likely scenarios should 

occur annually or every couple of years.

Formulating a response

In response to the level of uncertainty and shifting world states, many companies have a strong 

desire to build and maintain maximum optionality. Optionality, however, is not free. Eventually, 

MNCs could be faced with decisions that burden resources and may close doors. By preparing 

ahead of time and developing a clear understanding of the risks and costs of each scenario, 

companies can move swiftly and decisively as conditions require.

5

Developing detailed strategies for each scenario requires careful planning. Some scenarios 

may call for new ownership structures for the China business along with changes to 

governance, talent, R&D, supply chain, and other areas. Each strategy should take into 

consideration workflow and HR patterns for all relevant functions, as well as talent pools, 

speed and nature of other emerging industrial and consumer markets, regulatory trends, and 

of course, economic and legal issues such as currency trends, national economic stability, legal 

environments, and investment incentives.

The complete decoupling scenario may seem unlikely, but it’s important that companies 

engage in some level of planning. By careful monitoring and by developing the ability to move 

decisively when conditions change, organizations can position themselves to successfully exit 

the market before the door swings shut.

One area that is crucial but often neglected when a change in strategy becomes necessary is 

communication. MNCs should establish a formal mechanism for sharing key information with 

C-suite executives and board members. They should also be prepared to expand 

communication with both their China team and Chinese counterparties, including regulators, 

as they work to build alignment around any new strategy that is implemented. 

While the right business model for each scenario is highly individual, a few broadly applicable 

responses have emerged. As pressure to decouple accelerates, production economics change 

and/or other location-specific risks, such as global warming, increase. Many MNCs have 

adopted a “China +1” strategy in which some portion, perhaps 20% of production, is moved 

elsewhere. Here is where the give and take of balancing competing priorities is most apparent. 

A “China +1” strategy helps to mitigate risks, but also brings redundancy, added costs, and 

possible resistance from China organizations.

With strategies in hand, the next step is to develop a process for identifying the trigger points 

for changes in the world state. The trigger points can be subtle. To recognize them as early as 

possible, companies should build reliable internal and external networks for collecting data, 

technology, and intelligence. Executives can use this data, along with government data and 

their own experience and instincts, to develop an early warning system for imminent change. 

By understanding the implications for the business under each scenario, preparing the optimal 

responses for each, and recognizing the trigger points for change, MNCs can move quickly and 

decisively, even in the face of sudden disruption. 
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Executives aiming to stay ahead of this flux have a wealth of information sources to help them do so. 

China’s robust industrial planning processes and publications provide detailed insight into which 

sectors are state priorities and why. Priorities today include high technology, healthcare and life 

sciences, financial services and fintech, agritech, energy and carbon reduction, and mobility, including 

land, water, and aerospace. These priorities are likely to continue evolving as China’s industries mature. 

Two sectors—technology and life sciences—are especially illustrative of the forces at play in China. 

High tech in China: climbing the value chain 

China is the second largest market for information technologies, after the U.S. China's localization 

policy in high tech accelerated around 2016, as leaders prioritized indigenous innovation and 

localization of critical technologies. While governments in China continue to lure foreign producers for 

some equipment, a sharp curve in the road came in 2019 when the U.S. government added leading 

Chinese high-tech companies to its Entity List of companies "contrary to the national security or foreign 

policy interests of the United States." The U.S. followed up with greater restraints on capital 

investment, trade flows, other channels of tech transfer, and joint ventures as it focused on impeding 

technology transfers. The sanctions against Chinese tech companies constrained U.S. companies from 

expanding tech deals with Chinese counterparties and constrained Chinese companies from acquiring 

U.S. tech companies, procuring core tech components, and licensing hardware and software 

technologies. 

In addition, the sanctions exacerbated China’s national security concerns over its IT systems, which are 

heavily dependent on foreign suppliers. While the Chinese government has for decades encouraged 

R&D and facility construction in semiconductors and the development of tech in general, the sanctions 

have triggered new, large-scale investment. China is now focused on full domestic ownership of IP as 

well as critical facilities, components, and software and is aiming for scalable development and 

manufacturing capabilities. 

This reenergized “self-sufficiency” imperative has led China to support its own “good enough” 

companies, with increased financial subsidies and mandatory domestic procurement rules. In the past 

five years, Chinese semiconductor companies have achieved above global-average 

growth—albeit for commodity-level technology — fueled by subsidies and capital market investments. 

Given China’s rules and subsidies, these organizations enjoy a “moated castle” that can enable them to 

reinvest profits into R&D, which in turn helps them to compete more effectively with foreign rivals. 

Ultimately for China, “good enough” works for protected products and services in the domestic market 

but may fall short of what is needed for the top priorities in China’s innovation project or its aspiration 

to dominate higher-value tech exports, keeping the door open for MNCs. Amid these complex forces, 

the key challenge for MNCs is dealing with pressure to localize and expose proprietary IP.
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MNCs. Government planners understand that China’s technology gaps will not be filled overnight. 
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suppliers, government contacts, and other relevant stakeholders and gauging the possibilities. Will 

the pressure to share IP increase? How would an increased emphasis on China’s domestic 

market—“China for China”—affect operations? Are more restrictive government policies from either 

China or the US likely? 

The right questions and the right mix of scenarios that result can vary by sector, by company or even 

by business unit, but many MNCs will likely end up with roughly four scenarios:

The current pressure to decouple eases

Decoupling continues, but at a manageable pace

MNCs accelerate their move away from China in a hard decoupling

An armed conflict or other extreme event forces a sudden, complete rupture

Many management teams land on scenarios two or three as most likely, but because the fourth 

scenario is of such high impact—though less likely—management teams should still engage in 

some level of response planning for this more extreme world state.

This should not be a one-and-done exercise. In a world of rapid change, companies should 

revisit and renew their likely status within the world states on a regular basis, perhaps quarterly 
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occur annually or every couple of years.

Formulating a response

In response to the level of uncertainty and shifting world states, many companies have a strong 

desire to build and maintain maximum optionality. Optionality, however, is not free. Eventually, 

MNCs could be faced with decisions that burden resources and may close doors. By preparing 

ahead of time and developing a clear understanding of the risks and costs of each scenario, 

companies can move swiftly and decisively as conditions require.
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response outcomes and rigorous cost controls in the massive state-funded healthcare system. For 

example, an ambitious “made in China” policy supported by centralized state procurement of 
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European firms selling medical devices in China report missing out on business opportunities because 

of market restrictions and regulatory barriers.2 

Meanwhile, Chinese competitors are gradually moving up the value chain and gaining critical 

capabilities. Successful domestic substitutes include cardiovascular stents, real-time monitoring, 

and biochemical analysis. This type of substitution, also a “good enough” option, has become a 

theme for portfolio investment in China's medical sectors, supporting more than a 20% year-over-

year R&D spend increase in the last several years.

Cyber security and data privacy concerns also tilt the market toward domestic substitution. During 

the pandemic, electronic health record development and virtual care became the priority focus for 

hospital digitalization. Regulations tightened for foreign companies to collect, own, transfer, or 

process Chinese citizens’ personal data, further favoring domestic medical device manufacturers, 

which face less stringent scrutiny on cyber activities.   

Despite these challenges, there remain strong access points to China’s medical device market for 

MNCs. Government planners understand that China’s technology gaps will not be filled overnight. 

Again, a key challenge for MNCs is pressure to expose highly proprietary IP as China pushes to 

localize IP for cost saving, export growth, and public security.

2 European Chamber of Commerce in China, European Business in China, Business Confidence Survey 2021, 2021.

Developing detailed strategies for each scenario requires careful planning. Some scenarios 

may call for new ownership structures for the China business along with changes to 

governance, talent, R&D, supply chain, and other areas. Each strategy should take into 

consideration workflow and HR patterns for all relevant functions, as well as talent pools, 

speed and nature of other emerging industrial and consumer markets, regulatory trends, and 

of course, economic and legal issues such as currency trends, national economic stability, legal 

environments, and investment incentives.

The complete decoupling scenario may seem unlikely, but it’s important that companies 

engage in some level of planning. By careful monitoring and by developing the ability to move 

decisively when conditions change, organizations can position themselves to successfully exit 

the market before the door swings shut.

One area that is crucial but often neglected when a change in strategy becomes necessary is 

communication. MNCs should establish a formal mechanism for sharing key information with 

C-suite executives and board members. They should also be prepared to expand 

communication with both their China team and Chinese counterparties, including regulators, 

as they work to build alignment around any new strategy that is implemented. 

While the right business model for each scenario is highly individual, a few broadly applicable 

responses have emerged. As pressure to decouple accelerates, production economics change 

and/or other location-specific risks, such as global warming, increase. Many MNCs have 

adopted a “China +1” strategy in which some portion, perhaps 20% of production, is moved 

elsewhere. Here is where the give and take of balancing competing priorities is most apparent. 

A “China +1” strategy helps to mitigate risks, but also brings redundancy, added costs, and 

possible resistance from China organizations.

With strategies in hand, the next step is to develop a process for identifying the trigger points 

for changes in the world state. The trigger points can be subtle. To recognize them as early as 

possible, companies should build reliable internal and external networks for collecting data, 

technology, and intelligence. Executives can use this data, along with government data and 

their own experience and instincts, to develop an early warning system for imminent change. 

By understanding the implications for the business under each scenario, preparing the optimal 

responses for each, and recognizing the trigger points for change, MNCs can move quickly and 

decisively, even in the face of sudden disruption. 
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As economies mature, they tend to become specialized in response to evolving global competition, 

giving advantage to some sectors and de-emphasizing others. China has reached a stage where it may 

no longer be the “factory of the world” across a broad swath of sectors but will likely remain highly 

competitive in many important supply chains, while becoming less important in others.  

Executives aiming to stay ahead of this flux have a wealth of information sources to help them do so. 

China’s robust industrial planning processes and publications provide detailed insight into which sectors 

are state priorities and why. Priorities today include high technology, healthcare and life sciences, 

financial services and fintech, agritech, energy and carbon reduction, and mobility, including land, water, 

and aerospace. These priorities are likely to continue evolving as China’s industries mature. Two 

sectors—technology and life sciences—are especially illustrative of the forces at play in China. 

High tech in China: climbing the value chain 

China is the second largest market for information technologies, after the US. China's localization policy 

in high tech accelerated around 2016, as leaders prioritized indigenous innovation and localization of 

critical technologies. While governments in China continue to lure foreign producers for some 

equipment, a sharp curve in the road came in 2019 when the US government added leading Chinese 

high-tech companies to its Entity List of companies "contrary to the national security or foreign policy 

interests of the United States." The US followed up with greater restraints on capital investment, trade 

flows, other channels of tech transfer, and joint ventures as it focused on impeding technology transfers.

The sanctions against Chinese tech companies constrained US companies from expanding tech deals 

with Chinese counterparties and constrained Chinese companies from acquiring US tech companies, 

procuring core tech components, and licensing hardware and software technologies. 

In addition, the sanctions exacerbated China’s national security concerns over its IT systems, which are 

heavily dependent on foreign suppliers. While the Chinese government has for decades encouraged 

R&D and facility construction in semiconductors and the development of tech in general, the 

sanctions have triggered new, large-scale investment. China is now focused on full domestic 

ownership of IP as well as critical facilities, components, and software and is aiming for scalable 

development and manufacturing capabilities. 

This reenergized “self-sufficiency” imperative has led China to support its own “good enough” 

companies, with increased financial subsidies and mandatory domestic procurement rules. In the 

past five years, Chinese semiconductor companies have achieved above global-average 

growth—albeit for commodity-level technology — fueled by subsidies and capital market investments. 

Given China’s rules and subsidies, these organizations enjoy a “moated castle” that can enable them 

to reinvest profits into R&D, which in turn helps them to compete more effectively with foreign rivals. 

Ultimately for China, “good enough” works for protected products and services in the domestic 

market but may fall short of what is needed for the top priorities in China’s innovation project or its 

aspiration to dominate higher-value tech exports, keeping the door open for MNCs. Amid these 

complex forces, the key challenge for MNCs is dealing with pressure to localize and expose 

proprietary IP.

China gains ground in medical devices  
Medical devices follow a similar pattern, but policy is shaped less by sanctions and more by pandemic 

response outcomes and rigorous cost controls in the massive state-funded healthcare system. For 

example, an ambitious “made in China” policy supported by centralized state procurement of 

numerous medical products, gives direct advantage to Chinese producers.  

Although the annual growth rate of Chinese medical devices tripled global industry averages in 2020, 

domestic share in high-end equipment remains low. China has made the development of a high-end 

medical device manufacturing sector a key priority. This ambition builds on the long-term target for 

local firms to dominate the market by 2030, especially for highly sophisticated Class III devices. 

As China’s monopolistic procurement authority makes tender decisions with a primary focus on cost, 

it is often difficult for foreign companies to maintain quality, make a profit, and win tenders.  

Compressed margins and pressure to share IP may create an insurmountable barrier to MNCs. 

According to a survey from the European Chamber of Commerce in China, almost two-thirds of 

European firms selling medical devices in China report missing out on business opportunities because 

of market restrictions and regulatory barriers.1

Meanwhile, Chinese competitors are gradually moving up the value chain and gaining critical 

capabilities. Successful domestic substitutes include cardiovascular stents, real-time monitoring, and 

Many management teams land on scenarios two or three as most likely, but because the fourth 

scenario is of such high impact—though less likely—management teams should still engage in 

some level of response planning for this more extreme world state.

This should not be a one-and-done exercise. In a world of rapid change, companies should 

revisit and renew their likely status within the world states on a regular basis, perhaps quarterly 

or even more frequently, by monitoring triggers. Revising and re-ranking likely scenarios should 

occur annually or every couple of years.

Formulating a response

In response to the level of uncertainty and shifting world states, many companies have a strong 

desire to build and maintain maximum optionality. Optionality, however, is not free. Eventually, 

MNCs could be faced with decisions that burden resources and may close doors. By preparing 

ahead of time and developing a clear understanding of the risks and costs of each scenario, 

companies can move swiftly and decisively as conditions require.

7

Developing detailed strategies for each scenario requires careful planning. Some scenarios 

may call for new ownership structures for the China business along with changes to 

governance, talent, R&D, supply chain, and other areas. Each strategy should take into 

consideration workflow and HR patterns for all relevant functions, as well as talent pools, 

speed and nature of other emerging industrial and consumer markets, regulatory trends, and 

of course, economic and legal issues such as currency trends, national economic stability, legal 

environments, and investment incentives.

The complete decoupling scenario may seem unlikely, but it’s important that companies 

engage in some level of planning. By careful monitoring and by developing the ability to move 

decisively when conditions change, organizations can position themselves to successfully exit 

the market before the door swings shut.

One area that is crucial but often neglected when a change in strategy becomes necessary is 

communication. MNCs should establish a formal mechanism for sharing key information with 

C-suite executives and board members. They should also be prepared to expand 

communication with both their China team and Chinese counterparties, including regulators, 

as they work to build alignment around any new strategy that is implemented. 

While the right business model for each scenario is highly individual, a few broadly applicable 

responses have emerged. As pressure to decouple accelerates, production economics change 

and/or other location-specific risks, such as global warming, increase. Many MNCs have 

adopted a “China +1” strategy in which some portion, perhaps 20% of production, is moved 

elsewhere. Here is where the give and take of balancing competing priorities is most apparent. 

A “China +1” strategy helps to mitigate risks, but also brings redundancy, added costs, and 

possible resistance from China organizations.

With strategies in hand, the next step is to develop a process for identifying the trigger points 

for changes in the world state. The trigger points can be subtle. To recognize them as early as 

possible, companies should build reliable internal and external networks for collecting data, 

technology, and intelligence. Executives can use this data, along with government data and 

their own experience and instincts, to develop an early warning system for imminent change. 

By understanding the implications for the business under each scenario, preparing the optimal 

responses for each, and recognizing the trigger points for change, MNCs can move quickly and 

decisively, even in the face of sudden disruption. 
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Despite growing trade and investment frictions on the diplomatic and regulatory fronts over the 

past decade, many MNCs with substantial China engagement have not abandoned the market. To 

the contrary, some have maintained or even expanded their investment plans, often with a 

China-for-China strategy (that is, producing goods in China, for the China market) to maintain 

market access and continue sourcing from China’s highly competitive manufacturing bases. 

Expecting its already huge consumer market to continue to expand, even with the recent economic 

stresses, few MNCs may be inclined to write off China.  China’s growing middle class, developed 

supply chains, and logistics infrastructure, are all attractions that are difficult to match elsewhere.

Recent and ongoing disruptions, however, are forcing MNCs to manage forward in an increasingly 

unpredictable environment. The effects of the sudden shifts that have hit the market are felt 

unevenly. Some sectors, such as industrial chemicals, have continued to grow, with MNCs 

introducing new commitments totaling billions of dollars. In 2020, China accounted for over 44% of 

the global chemical market. Others, like consumer products, have seen declines in overall consumer 

spending and measurable shifts to domestic brands. If there is a general trend across sectors, it is 

the move to rationalize capital commitments, integrate more closely with Mainland capital 

resources, and increase autonomy of Mainland organizations. 
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Manufacturing outside of China

“China for China”
Manufacturing in China for 
Chinese markets

“Buy local”
Increased Chinese manufacturing demand in 
companies like high-tech, med tech devices, 
industrials, mobility, agri-food, etc.
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Pressure for local manufacturing, particularly in focus industries such as high-tech and medical 
devices, is high due to China’s ‘buy local’ mandates and pressure from SOEs and local/provincial 
governments who want localized supply. Regulators and commercial counterparties are increasingly 
focused on whether the local manufacturing plan includes the technology that they want 
“Mainlandized”. 

 While for the foreseeable future, China will remain the major manufacturing country for many MNCs, 
companies will consider relocating some manufacturing outside of China to reduce dependency on 
Chinese suppliers. The longer-term trend will be for lower-end manufacturing (e.g., basic apparel) to 
leave China. Relocation criteria includes diversification, costs and stability, supply chain, tariff regime, 
infrastructure, etc. Chinese companies are also exploring this option to develop supply chain resiliency 
and market access; Vietnam and the Middle East have benefited significantly from this.

“China for Global”
Manufacturing in China for 
global markets

“China +1”
Moving some manufacturing 
outside of China

Status 
Quo

Emerging End Market 
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Global Market - China Market

Meeting the challenges in China
Conditions in China can change quickly, driven by global markets, changes in government policy, 

exogenous events like the COVID-19 pandemic, and other factors. These shifts have been faster and 

more dramatic in recent years. To cope with these disruptions, MNCs should consider developing a 

dynamic process for swiftly responding to change. This process includes developing scenarios for 

likely future states, understanding the triggers that would bring these states into being, and 

formulating appropriate responses to each. 

Defining the scenarios

The first step in developing a set of plausible future scenarios is to gather input from customers, 

suppliers, government contacts, and other relevant stakeholders and gauging the possibilities. Will 

the pressure to share IP increase? How would an increased emphasis on China’s domestic market

—“China for China”—affect operations? Are more restrictive government policies from either China 

or the U.S. likely? 



Conditions in China can change quickly, driven by global markets, changes in government policy, 

exogenous events like the COVID-19 pandemic, and other factors. These shifts have been faster and 

more dramatic in recent years. To cope with these disruptions, MNCs should consider developing a 

dynamic process for swiftly responding to change. This process includes developing scenarios for 

likely future states, understanding the triggers that would bring these states into being, and 

formulating appropriate responses to each. 

Defining the scenarios

The first step in developing a set of plausible future scenarios is to gather input from customers, 

suppliers, government contacts, and other relevant stakeholders and gauging the possibilities. Will 

the pressure to share IP increase? How would an increased emphasis on China’s domestic 

market—“China for China”—affect operations? Are more restrictive government policies from either 

China or the US likely? 

The right questions and the right mix of scenarios that result can vary by sector, by company or even 

by business unit, but many MNCs will likely end up with roughly four scenarios:

The current pressure to decouple eases

Decoupling continues, but at a manageable pace

MNCs accelerate their move away from China in a hard decoupling

An armed conflict or other extreme event forces a sudden, complete rupture

Many management teams land on scenarios two or three as most likely, but because the fourth 

scenario is of such high impact—though less likely—management teams should still engage in some 

level of response planning for this more extreme world state. On the other hand, there is little need 

to create contingency plans for scenario one since it would seem to be inherently favorable to MNCs 

in China.

This should not be a one-and-done exercise. In a world of rapid change, companies should revisit 

and renew their likely status within the world states on a regular basis, perhaps quarterly or even 

more frequently, by monitoring triggers. Revising and re-ranking likely scenarios should occur 

annually or every couple of years.

Formulating a response

In response to the level of uncertainty and shifting world states, many companies have a strong 

desire to build and maintain maximum optionality. Optionality, however, is not free. Eventually, 

MNCs could be faced with decisions that burden resources and may close doors. By preparing ahead 

of time and developing a clear understanding of the risks and costs of each scenario, companies can 

move swiftly and decisively as conditions require.

Entity Structure Possibilities in Different World States
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Developing detailed strategies for each scenario requires careful planning. Some scenarios 

may call for new ownership structures for the China business along with changes to 

governance, talent, R&D, supply chain, and other areas. Each strategy should take into 

consideration workflow and HR patterns for all relevant functions, as well as talent pools, 

speed and nature of other emerging industrial and consumer markets, regulatory trends, and 

of course, economic and legal issues such as currency trends, national economic stability, legal 

environments, and investment incentives.

The complete decoupling scenario may seem unlikely, but it’s important that companies 

engage in some level of planning. By careful monitoring and by developing the ability to move 

decisively when conditions change, organizations can position themselves to successfully exit 

the market before the door swings shut.

One area that is crucial but often neglected when a change in strategy becomes necessary is 

communication. MNCs should establish a formal mechanism for sharing key information with 

C-suite executives and board members. They should also be prepared to expand 

communication with both their China team and Chinese counterparties, including regulators, 

as they work to build alignment around any new strategy that is implemented. 

While the right business model for each scenario is highly individual, a few broadly applicable 

responses have emerged. As pressure to decouple accelerates, production economics change 

and/or other location-specific risks, such as global warming, increase. Many MNCs have 

adopted a “China +1” strategy in which some portion, perhaps 20% of production, is moved 

elsewhere. Here is where the give and take of balancing competing priorities is most apparent. 

A “China +1” strategy helps to mitigate risks, but also brings redundancy, added costs, and 

possible resistance from China organizations.

With strategies in hand, the next step is to develop a process for identifying the trigger points 

for changes in the world state. The trigger points can be subtle. To recognize them as early as 

possible, companies should build reliable internal and external networks for collecting data, 

technology, and intelligence. Executives can use this data, along with government data and 

their own experience and instincts, to develop an early warning system for imminent change. 

By understanding the implications for the business under each scenario, preparing the optimal 

responses for each, and recognizing the trigger points for change, MNCs can move quickly and 

decisively, even in the face of sudden disruption. 

Despite growing trade and investment frictions on the diplomatic and regulatory fronts over the 

past decade, many MNCs with substantial China engagement have not abandoned the market. To 

the contrary, some have maintained or even expanded their investment plans, often with a 

China-for-China strategy (that is, producing goods in China, for the China market) to maintain 

market access and continue sourcing from China’s highly competitive manufacturing bases. 

Expecting its already huge consumer market to continue to expand, even with the recent economic 

stresses, few MNCs may be inclined to write off China.  China’s growing middle class, developed 

supply chains, and logistics infrastructure, are all attractions that are difficult to match elsewhere.

Recent and ongoing disruptions, however, are forcing MNCs to manage forward in an increasingly 

unpredictable environment. The effects of the sudden shifts that have hit the market are felt 

unevenly. Some sectors, such as industrial chemicals, have continued to grow, with MNCs 

introducing new commitments totaling billions of dollars. In 2020, China accounted for over 44% of 

the global chemical market. Others, like consumer products, have seen declines in overall consumer 

spending and measurable shifts to domestic brands. If there is a general trend across sectors, it is 

the move to rationalize capital commitments, integrate more closely with Mainland capital 

resources, and increase autonomy of Mainland organizations. 

The current pressure to decouple eases

Decoupling continues, but at a manageable pace

MNCs accelerate their move away from China in a hard decoupling

An armed conflict or other extreme event forces a sudden, complete rupture

The right questions and the right mix of scenarios that result can vary by sector, by company or even by 

business unit, but many MNCs will likely end up with roughly four scenarios:



Conditions in China can change quickly, driven by global markets, changes in government policy, 

exogenous events like the COVID-19 pandemic, and other factors. These shifts have been faster and 

more dramatic in recent years. To cope with these disruptions, MNCs should consider developing a 

dynamic process for swiftly responding to change. This process includes developing scenarios for 

likely future states, understanding the triggers that would bring these states into being, and 

formulating appropriate responses to each. 

Defining the scenarios

The first step in developing a set of plausible future scenarios is to gather input from customers, 

suppliers, government contacts, and other relevant stakeholders and gauging the possibilities. Will 

the pressure to share IP increase? How would an increased emphasis on China’s domestic 

market—“China for China”—affect operations? Are more restrictive government policies from either 

China or the US likely? 

The right questions and the right mix of scenarios that result can vary by sector, by company or even 

by business unit, but many MNCs will likely end up with roughly four scenarios:

The current pressure to decouple eases

Decoupling continues, but at a manageable pace

MNCs accelerate their move away from China in a hard decoupling

An armed conflict or other extreme event forces a sudden, complete rupture

Many management teams land on scenarios two or three as most likely, but because the fourth 

scenario is of such high impact—though less likely—management teams should still engage in 

some level of response planning for this more extreme world state.

This should not be a one-and-done exercise. In a world of rapid change, companies should 

revisit and renew their likely status within the world states on a regular basis, perhaps quarterly 

or even more frequently, by monitoring triggers. Revising and re-ranking likely scenarios should 

occur annually or every couple of years.

Formulating a response

In response to the level of uncertainty and shifting world states, many companies have a strong 

desire to build and maintain maximum optionality. Optionality, however, is not free. Eventually, 

MNCs could be faced with decisions that burden resources and may close doors. By preparing 

ahead of time and developing a clear understanding of the risks and costs of each scenario, 

companies can move swiftly and decisively as conditions require.
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Developing detailed strategies for each scenario requires careful planning. Some scenarios 

may call for new ownership structures for the China business along with changes to 

governance, talent, R&D, supply chain, and other areas. Each strategy should take into 

consideration workflow and HR patterns for all relevant functions, as well as talent pools, 

speed and nature of other emerging industrial and consumer markets, regulatory trends, and 

of course, economic and legal issues such as currency trends, national economic stability, legal 

environments, and investment incentives.

The complete decoupling scenario may seem unlikely, but it’s important that companies 

engage in some level of planning. By careful monitoring and by developing the ability to move 

decisively when conditions change, organizations can position themselves to successfully exit 

the market before the door swings shut.

One area that is crucial but often neglected when a change in strategy becomes necessary is 

communication. MNCs should establish a formal mechanism for sharing key information with 

C-suite executives and board members. They should also be prepared to expand

communication with both their China team and Chinese counterparties, including regulators,

as they work to build alignment around any new strategy that is implemented.

While the right business model for each scenario is highly individual, a few broadly applicable 

responses have emerged. As pressure to decouple accelerates, production economics change 

and/or other location specific risks, such as global warming, increase, many MNCs have 

adopted a “China +1” strategy. This is a strategy in which some portion, perhaps 20% of 

production and associated supply chain, is moved elsewhere. Here is where the give and take 

of balancing competing priorities is most apparent. A “China +1” strategy helps to mitigate 

risks, but also brings redundancy, added costs, and possible resistance from China 

organizations.

With strategies in hand, the next step is to develop a process for identifying the trigger points 

for changes in the world state. The trigger points can be subtle. To recognize them as early as 

possible, companies should build reliable internal and external networks for collecting data, 

technology, and intelligence. Executives can use this data, along with government data and 

their own experience and instincts, to develop an early warning system for imminent change. 

By understanding the implications for the business under each scenario, preparing the optimal 

responses for each, and recognizing the trigger points for change, MNCs can move quickly and 

decisively, even in the face of sudden disruption. 



Conditions in China can change quickly, driven by global markets, changes in government policy, 

exogenous events like the COVID-19 pandemic, and other factors. These shifts have been faster and 

more dramatic in recent years. To cope with these disruptions, MNCs should consider developing a 

dynamic process for swiftly responding to change. This process includes developing scenarios for 

likely future states, understanding the triggers that would bring these states into being, and 

formulating appropriate responses to each. 

Defining the scenarios

The first step in developing a set of plausible future scenarios is to gather input from customers, 

suppliers, government contacts, and other relevant stakeholders and gauging the possibilities. Will 

the pressure to share IP increase? How would an increased emphasis on China’s domestic 

market—“China for China”—affect operations? Are more restrictive government policies from either 

China or the US likely? 

The right questions and the right mix of scenarios that result can vary by sector, by company or even 

by business unit, but many MNCs will likely end up with roughly four scenarios:

The current pressure to decouple eases

Decoupling continues, but at a manageable pace

MNCs accelerate their move away from China in a hard decoupling

An armed conflict or other extreme event forces a sudden, complete rupture

Many management teams land on scenarios two or three as most likely, but because the fourth 

scenario is of such high impact—though less likely—management teams should still engage in 

some level of response planning for this more extreme world state.

This should not be a one-and-done exercise. In a world of rapid change, companies should 

revisit and renew their likely status within the world states on a regular basis, perhaps quarterly 

or even more frequently, by monitoring triggers. Revising and re-ranking likely scenarios should 

occur annually or every couple of years.

Formulating a response

In response to the level of uncertainty and shifting world states, many companies have a strong 

desire to build and maintain maximum optionality. Optionality, however, is not free. Eventually, 

MNCs could be faced with decisions that burden resources and may close doors. By preparing 

ahead of time and developing a clear understanding of the risks and costs of each scenario, 

companies can move swiftly and decisively as conditions require.

For many MNCs, doing business in China today involves new challenges and greater complexity. 

Nevertheless, China remains, arguably, the most attractive growth market in the world—for those 

companies able to anticipate rapid, fundamental change. 

There is no single right response to the forces now roiling China and the region; government 

policies and other forces can vary significantly by sector. Still, MNCs should be prepared to pivot 

quickly. It may not be enough to plan for change that can already be sensed; executives should 

also prepare for the sudden arrival of unforeseen disruptions. By following the steps set out in the 

clipboard matrix, and proactively planning for new scenarios, companies can mitigate risks and 

help position themselves for growth. 

Moving forward in a complex environment

China remains, arguably, the most attractive growth market 
in the world—for those companies able to anticipate rapid, 
fundamental change
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Developing detailed strategies for each scenario requires careful planning. Some scenarios 

may call for new ownership structures for the China business along with changes to 

governance, talent, R&D, supply chain, and other areas. Each strategy should take into 

consideration workflow and HR patterns for all relevant functions, as well as talent pools, 

speed and nature of other emerging industrial and consumer markets, regulatory trends, and 

of course, economic and legal issues such as currency trends, national economic stability, legal 

environments, and investment incentives.

The complete decoupling scenario may seem unlikely, but it’s important that companies 

engage in some level of planning. By careful monitoring and by developing the ability to move 

decisively when conditions change, organizations can position themselves to successfully exit 

the market before the door swings shut.

One area that is crucial but often neglected when a change in strategy becomes necessary is 

communication. MNCs should establish a formal mechanism for sharing key information with 

C-suite executives and board members. They should also be prepared to expand 

communication with both their China team and Chinese counterparties, including regulators, 

as they work to build alignment around any new strategy that is implemented. 

While the right business model for each scenario is highly individual, a few broadly applicable 

responses have emerged. As pressure to decouple accelerates, production economics change 

and/or other location-specific risks, such as global warming, increase. Many MNCs have 

adopted a “China +1” strategy in which some portion, perhaps 20% of production, is moved 

elsewhere. Here is where the give and take of balancing competing priorities is most apparent. 

A “China +1” strategy helps to mitigate risks, but also brings redundancy, added costs, and 

possible resistance from China organizations.

With strategies in hand, the next step is to develop a process for identifying the trigger points 

for changes in the world state. The trigger points can be subtle. To recognize them as early as 

possible, companies should build reliable internal and external networks for collecting data, 

technology, and intelligence. Executives can use this data, along with government data and 

their own experience and instincts, to develop an early warning system for imminent change. 

By understanding the implications for the business under each scenario, preparing the optimal 

responses for each, and recognizing the trigger points for change, MNCs can move quickly and 

decisively, even in the face of sudden disruption. 

1

2

3

Guiding Principles: Prioritize optionality; discipline and amplify 
communications; build trust; clarify governance; identify and 
position talent; anticipate challenges; and embrace pragmatism

Prioritize decisions: Identify "no regret" as well as "one-way" or "hard" decisions 
to be made for high-probability, high-impact scenarios, preserving optionality for 
other scenarios. Plot out decision and implementation sequences.

Identify the important scenarios: Institutionalize a process to gather intel, and 
frame, maintain, and communicate relevant scenarios. Identify triggers of major 
changes and tactical responses.

Implement China reset:  Build implementation calendar with detailed milestones 
and checkpoints. Identify and engage external resources needed for each stage. 
Refine C-suite and Mainland executive portfolios and teams. Review and adjust the 
scenarios regularly with input from expert sources.



Conditions in China can change quickly, driven by global markets, changes in government policy, 

exogenous events like the COVID-19 pandemic, and other factors. These shifts have been faster and 

more dramatic in recent years. To cope with these disruptions, MNCs should consider developing a 

dynamic process for swiftly responding to change. This process includes developing scenarios for 

likely future states, understanding the triggers that would bring these states into being, and 

formulating appropriate responses to each. 

Defining the scenarios

The first step in developing a set of plausible future scenarios is to gather input from customers, 

suppliers, government contacts, and other relevant stakeholders and gauging the possibilities. Will 

the pressure to share IP increase? How would an increased emphasis on China’s domestic 

market—“China for China”—affect operations? Are more restrictive government policies from either 

China or the US likely? 

The right questions and the right mix of scenarios that result can vary by sector, by company or even 

by business unit, but many MNCs will likely end up with roughly four scenarios:

The current pressure to decouple eases

Decoupling continues, but at a manageable pace

MNCs accelerate their move away from China in a hard decoupling

An armed conflict or other extreme event forces a sudden, complete rupture

Many management teams land on scenarios two or three as most likely, but because the fourth 

scenario is of such high impact—though less likely—management teams should still engage in 

some level of response planning for this more extreme world state.

This should not be a one-and-done exercise. In a world of rapid change, companies should 

revisit and renew their likely status within the world states on a regular basis, perhaps quarterly 

or even more frequently, by monitoring triggers. Revising and re-ranking likely scenarios should 

occur annually or every couple of years.

Formulating a response

In response to the level of uncertainty and shifting world states, many companies have a strong 

desire to build and maintain maximum optionality. Optionality, however, is not free. Eventually, 

MNCs could be faced with decisions that burden resources and may close doors. By preparing 

ahead of time and developing a clear understanding of the risks and costs of each scenario, 

companies can move swiftly and decisively as conditions require.

Developing detailed strategies for each scenario requires careful planning. Some scenarios 

may call for new ownership structures for the China business along with changes to 

governance, talent, R&D, supply chain, and other areas. Each strategy should take into 

consideration workflow and HR patterns for all relevant functions, as well as talent pools, 

speed and nature of other emerging industrial and consumer markets, regulatory trends, and 

of course, economic and legal issues such as currency trends, national economic stability, legal 

environments, and investment incentives.

The complete decoupling scenario may seem unlikely, but it’s important that companies 

engage in some level of planning. By careful monitoring and by developing the ability to move 

decisively when conditions change, organizations can position themselves to successfully exit 

the market before the door swings shut.

One area that is crucial but often neglected when a change in strategy becomes necessary is 

communication. MNCs should establish a formal mechanism for sharing key information with 

C-suite executives and board members. They should also be prepared to expand 

communication with both their China team and Chinese counterparties, including regulators, 

as they work to build alignment around any new strategy that is implemented. 

While the right business model for each scenario is highly individual, a few broadly applicable 

responses have emerged. As pressure to decouple accelerates, production economics change 

and/or other location-specific risks, such as global warming, increase. Many MNCs have 

adopted a “China +1” strategy in which some portion, perhaps 20% of production, is moved 

elsewhere. Here is where the give and take of balancing competing priorities is most apparent. 

A “China +1” strategy helps to mitigate risks, but also brings redundancy, added costs, and 

possible resistance from China organizations.

With strategies in hand, the next step is to develop a process for identifying the trigger points 

for changes in the world state. The trigger points can be subtle. To recognize them as early as 

possible, companies should build reliable internal and external networks for collecting data, 

technology, and intelligence. Executives can use this data, along with government data and 

their own experience and instincts, to develop an early warning system for imminent change. 

By understanding the implications for the business under each scenario, preparing the optimal 

responses for each, and recognizing the trigger points for change, MNCs can move quickly and 

decisively, even in the face of sudden disruption. 
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profoundly affect the way MNCs operate and 
reshape top executive roles.
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None of this is easy, but it is essential for executives to engage with these challenges. Rapidly changing 

conditions in China mean that the role for MNCs in the future is unclear. Whatever new normal 

emerges, it is likely to profoundly affect the way MNCs operate and reshape top executive roles. 

"No regret" moves:
Rebuild HQ-China Organization trust and communications

Refine broadened value proposition for relevant regulators

Refine upstream and downstream market communications

(reliability, service, quality, China commitment)

Reframe China in broader AsiaPac regional analysis

Refresh analysis of sector dynamics: demand, competition, and viable business models

"One-way" or "hard" choices: Hard choices, e.g., a change to ownership structure, 

once made, can make day-to-day operating decisions easier

The "What"
Define business goals and KPls

Clarify China adaptations to Mainland realities

The "How"
Refine China and Asia organizational structures

Define HQ-mainland operational responsibilities, authority, and controls

Optimize ownership and partnering plans

While often seen as an exercise in risk mitigation, a 

thorough exploration of how to optimize investment and 

operating presence in China is an opportunity that may 

have benefits beyond China, reaching the broader Asia 

Pacific region and even globally, as MNC strategies of the 

past invite a profound reset to face an ever more 

uncertain--- if not chaotic--- global landscape.



Conditions in China can change quickly, driven by global markets, changes in government policy, 

exogenous events like the COVID-19 pandemic, and other factors. These shifts have been faster and 

more dramatic in recent years. To cope with these disruptions, MNCs should consider developing a 

dynamic process for swiftly responding to change. This process includes developing scenarios for 

likely future states, understanding the triggers that would bring these states into being, and 

formulating appropriate responses to each. 

Defining the scenarios

The first step in developing a set of plausible future scenarios is to gather input from customers, 

suppliers, government contacts, and other relevant stakeholders and gauging the possibilities. Will 

the pressure to share IP increase? How would an increased emphasis on China’s domestic 

market—“China for China”—affect operations? Are more restrictive government policies from either 

China or the US likely? 

The right questions and the right mix of scenarios that result can vary by sector, by company or even 

by business unit, but many MNCs will likely end up with roughly four scenarios:

The current pressure to decouple eases

Decoupling continues, but at a manageable pace

MNCs accelerate their move away from China in a hard decoupling

An armed conflict or other extreme event forces a sudden, complete rupture

Many management teams land on scenarios two or three as most likely, but because the fourth 

scenario is of such high impact—though less likely—management teams should still engage in 

some level of response planning for this more extreme world state.

This should not be a one-and-done exercise. In a world of rapid change, companies should 

revisit and renew their likely status within the world states on a regular basis, perhaps quarterly 

or even more frequently, by monitoring triggers. Revising and re-ranking likely scenarios should 

occur annually or every couple of years.

Formulating a response

In response to the level of uncertainty and shifting world states, many companies have a strong 

desire to build and maintain maximum optionality. Optionality, however, is not free. Eventually, 

MNCs could be faced with decisions that burden resources and may close doors. By preparing 

ahead of time and developing a clear understanding of the risks and costs of each scenario, 

companies can move swiftly and decisively as conditions require.
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Developing detailed strategies for each scenario requires careful planning. Some scenarios 

may call for new ownership structures for the China business along with changes to 

governance, talent, R&D, supply chain, and other areas. Each strategy should take into 

consideration workflow and HR patterns for all relevant functions, as well as talent pools, 

speed and nature of other emerging industrial and consumer markets, regulatory trends, and 

of course, economic and legal issues such as currency trends, national economic stability, legal 

environments, and investment incentives.

The complete decoupling scenario may seem unlikely, but it’s important that companies 

engage in some level of planning. By careful monitoring and by developing the ability to move 

decisively when conditions change, organizations can position themselves to successfully exit 

the market before the door swings shut.

One area that is crucial but often neglected when a change in strategy becomes necessary is 

communication. MNCs should establish a formal mechanism for sharing key information with 

C-suite executives and board members. They should also be prepared to expand 

communication with both their China team and Chinese counterparties, including regulators, 

as they work to build alignment around any new strategy that is implemented. 

While the right business model for each scenario is highly individual, a few broadly applicable 

responses have emerged. As pressure to decouple accelerates, production economics change 

and/or other location-specific risks, such as global warming, increase. Many MNCs have 

adopted a “China +1” strategy in which some portion, perhaps 20% of production, is moved 

elsewhere. Here is where the give and take of balancing competing priorities is most apparent. 

A “China +1” strategy helps to mitigate risks, but also brings redundancy, added costs, and 

possible resistance from China organizations.

With strategies in hand, the next step is to develop a process for identifying the trigger points 

for changes in the world state. The trigger points can be subtle. To recognize them as early as 

possible, companies should build reliable internal and external networks for collecting data, 

technology, and intelligence. Executives can use this data, along with government data and 

their own experience and instincts, to develop an early warning system for imminent change. 

By understanding the implications for the business under each scenario, preparing the optimal 

responses for each, and recognizing the trigger points for change, MNCs can move quickly and 

decisively, even in the face of sudden disruption. 
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